If 5 is polyhedral that S is flat is well known. A proof is sketched in [l] and more detailed proofs are given in [5] and [ó] . However, the more general assertion posed by the above question was placed in doubt by an example due to Bing. In [3, p. 362] a nonpolyhedral, tame 2-sphere is constructed which satisfies the above condition but cannot be taken onto a round sphere by a level preserving homeomorphism of E z . The proof given here is not elementary in that it relies on two characterizations, due to Bing, [2] and [4], of tame 2-spheres in E z . More will be said about these results when they are used.
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We assume the usual metric on E z throughout this paper and in order to simplify the notation we let such that
Also h\BdD = ƒ on Bd P.
Since A is piecewise linear on a closed neighborhood in D of Bd D, for a fixed value /, only finitely many components of the set h~l{h{D)r\E t ) will have the property that each contains more than one point of Bd D. We call the components with this property
The remainder of the proof of this part of the theorem is divided into four parts.
( Further $ 2 is tame as it is locally tame modulo two tame simple closed curves. Thus by pushing S 2 slightly into its exterior we obtain the desired €-approximation.
The interior approximation is even easier. We choose curves J h and J ti sufficiently close to p a and pb respectively, throw away the parts of S 2 lying below E tl and above E tv add Int J tl and Int J t% and then push our modified tame sphere slightly into its interior.
